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ABSTRACT

In this paper a large data base of Bul-
garian central allophones is considered
consisting? of about 5000 utterings from
60 professional speakers (30 male and 30
female). They are imbeded in words each
pronounced at the end of a standard carrier
sentence. Professional analog (motion pic-ture magnetic and optical) recordings are
available of the carrier sentences together
with the digital recordings ( IBM compatir
ble) of the vowel and consonant segments,
manually extracted from the carrier. Each
such record is labeled with a digital code
which allows computer selecting, sortingand merging the data, according to the par-
ticular researchipurpose. The data base isverifyed by a group of 20 listeners by
means of a semiautomatic aural identifica-tion procedure (CHRISTOV, Ph., Acustica,29,347-349. 1973)- .—

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary computing technology offers
vast prospects in processing large amounts
of speech material in sensible stretches
of time. The results are free of individu-
al interpretations of the experimental data
(as is the case, forexample,by visual rea-
ding of spectrograms). If by the preparati-

Von of the machine speech input suitable
knowledge is used, the machine output shou-
ld be comparable not only within the limits
of a given language, but also within the
much broader limits of its language group.

SPEECH INPUT

A principal requirement in performing mea-
ningfull acoustic measurements upon the
phonetic units of speech [1/ is to use as
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O.Box 373

experimental stuf PHONES (See REMARK) of
comparable ALLOPHONES imbededin words,ut-

tered in equal phrases with equal intona-
tion.

In agreement‘with this requirement thecor
posite parts of the data base are phones

of the central allophones of the Bulgarian
speech, namely:

[C-t-C/ - stressed vowels in relevant 0n-

vironment of two bilabial con-

sonants

[arc-a] - consonants in relevant environ-

ment of a preceeding unstressed

la] and a following stressed

It/ /2/.
ESCh phone, together with its relevant en-
.vironment is put into a major stress frac-
tion of a word, taken from sulgarian uni-
lingual dictionaries and inserted at the
end of a carrier sentence.
The carrier sentence consists of four phra'
see: The first phrase carries the labelof
the individual speaker, the second-the 13‘
bel of the phonemic group, the third-the
label of the particular allophone and the
last-the carrier word.
As shown in the TABLE except of the 811
Bulgarian vowels from the central allopho'
nes [btb/ and [ptp/, there are vowels from
two more allophones which are not centraL
The first of them, ntt/ is chosen 1390“”

' common words could be found for all Balza'
rian vowels. The second, /t/, is the “n,
stressed opposition of the central alloPh°’
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ne/bt. All consonant phones of the cen-
tral allophones [ach/ are contained in the
nneenvironment speech fraction [need]
which is imbeded in the initial part of the
carrier word.

Theconsonant phones in initial and final
position in words are presented by the al-
hphones /Chn.../ and /,..nhC/. The latter
may as well be considered as central for
theconsonants of these.particular phone-
fic groups. Judjing from the similar phone-
uc context there is little doubt about
their comparability with the central allo-
phones /naCh/.

BUILD UP PROCEDURE

Thedata base build up procedure is simi-
larto that employed in the classical stu-
Q of Potter and Steinberg /3/ the diffe-
rume being in its intensification by ap-
pHcation of computing technology (Fig.1).

Thetest utterings are extracted from two
groups of speakers:

30 bass-bariton males

30 mezzo-soprano females

flay all are professionals with distinct
Mtnunciation selected among the radio and
“levision speakers and the actors from
thetheaters of the Bulgarian capital. The-
1oiceg are energetic and belong to peo-
Plebetween 25 and 50 years old. From them
haSheen demanded to pronounce each phrase
°fthe carrier sentence indifferently, in

u°' at319 and with falling intonation.
Theworking language in front of the mic-
”MmOne "as Standard Bulgarian, 1.8., the

Immuage the speakers are practizing during
“”1? public performances.
Theapeakers read the test material two ti-
meafrOM randomly mixed cards to avoid the
practice effect.
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AUDITORY VERIFICATION

The auditory verification of the data base
/4/ is carried on by a group of 20 lay lis-
teners all native Bulgarians from different
parts of the country and with some techno-
logical education.

The listeners have been presented two tim-
es with sound recordings of the carrier
sentences. Having at their disposal lister
nerscards, containing labeled carrier wor-
ds, they reacted by filling in the empty
spaces in the carrier words with the let-
ters of the phones they heard.

The listeners output was punched on machi-
ne cards and processed by a computer prog-

ram which excludes the responses of the
false listeners and punches on cards the

labels of uncorrectly pronounced phones.

ANRLOGUE DATA

During the sound recording session the
speakers read the input cards with modera-
te voice effort and kept a sound level be-
tween 60 and 80 dB. The microphone was

placed in the middle of a highly damped
camera for acoustic measurements.

The audio recording was carried on by a
professional sound recording staff which
used studio equipment. The frequency res-
ponse of the sound recording equipment

via microphone and magnetic tape was flat

between 100 and 15000 Hz (1 2 as) and the‘
noise level via magnetic tape was -64 dB.
During the recordings the voltage and the
frequency of the altrnating Current net-

work remained inside their standard 11-

mits: 220 V (+4.55. +05) and.50 Hz (19%).
The original speech data are recorded on
6.35 mm magnetic tape with tape speed of

760 mm/sec. Working copies have been pre-
pared on standard 35mm motion picture per-
forated magnetic and photographic tapes

including high quality oscillograms and
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trivial variable-area photographic motion

picture sound recordings. They can be dis-

played simultaneously and synchronously on

motion picture sound editting equipment

thus offering the technological prerequi-

site for simultaneous audio-visual inspec-

tion of the analbg sound recordings.

SEGMENTATION

The “segmentation" of the analog data was

carried on manually on a sound reading

bench after carreful audio-visual inspec-

tion of the sound records and their cont-

rol oscillograms.

It consists of marking the beginning and

the end of each magnetic tape segment, car-

rying a labeled phone, with a perforation

and a strong magnetic pulse (Fig. 2).

The places of the markers belonging to each

such magnetic tape segment have been de-

termined after:

1. The content of the segment has been

HEARD as coextensive with the labeled-pho-
ne quality

2. The visual duplicate of the same seg-
ment has been OBSERVED on the control os~
cillogram or motion picture sound record:

a) By the VOWEL-phones: As a mighty tone
burst between two weak noisy signals

b) By the CONSONANT-phones: As a modera-
te or weak noise-like signal between two a

mighty tone bursts or between a pause and

a mighty tone burst.

DIGITAL DATA

The segmented analogue data were fed to

the input of an analog to digital conver-

ter set "on" by each "Start" marker and

”off" by the imediately following "Stop"

marker. In the analog to digital converter

the nonturbulent segments (vowels and re-

sonants) were sampled with a rate of 20kHz

and the turbulent ones with 40kHz to enw-

re no lose of audio frequency information

below 10kHz, for the sonant-like,and behw

ZOkHz for'the turbulent sounds.

The output digital data files were stored

in an 1BM-compatible magnetic tape memou

with recording density of 1600 bit/inch.

After the analog to digital conversionthe

data were processed by a servise program

which does three things:

1. Records meaningfull 9-symbol labels

at the head of the first block of each fl-

le. The simbols are decimal numbers carn-

ing information about the origin, thehyr

tory, the kind and the inventory of the

file. The last symbol in the label is a

key which lockes the file if ordered.
2. Performs correction of the segmenm'

tion.

3. Lockes unfinished files at the end

of the tape or files for which no agree'

ment was reached between the speaker mm

the group of reliable listeners.

CONCLUSION

The data base here considered was cremmd

for a resauch aimed at the build up orthe

phonetic fulcrum of the Bulgarian lanymy

for the purposes of computer recognition

of continuous speech. It is available in
14 volumes, each stored on a 1/2 inch,

2600 feet magnetic tape together with 3

subroutine in FORTRAN IV for sequential°r

selected reading and/or rewriting of the

labeled files. Its output can be easily

reshaped by the use of standard sort/merge

Programs because in the labels are Present

9191101te symbols except for the Phonemm

categOry but also for each individuals?”

aker and its sex. This way the data beBe

can be used for research purposes not only

in the field of trivial and c0mparative

acoustic phonetics but also in studying
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Voiceless turbul- ICEHI\_

the prosodic features in speech connected

‘Twith the personality and the sex of the

speakers.

REMARK

From the different definitons of PEOEEMES
existing in the linguistic litterature the
definition of B. Bloch [5/ is adopted he-
re because it suits best the technological
aspects of speech:

PRONEME - class of allophones

ALLOPHONE - class of phones in the same
relevant environment

PHONE - any continuous fraction of a
phrase that is heard as coex-
tensive with a given quality

HmASE - an utterance or part of an
utterance bounded by succes~
sive pauses
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TABLE of involved allophones:

\

Test uttering
POSition in the
Carrier word

Initial Medial Final

Stressed vowels Ibyb/ / I
Ip/ / ’,ttt/ I /

Unstressed vow-els /b/ / I
Re

‘ x \
Sonants [Can] /naC8/ [naC/

Veiced turbulent 1chn/ /naCé/ I
/nacs/ [n30]

SYMBOLS

ON CARDS

SPEAKER

SYMBOLS

ON CARDS

LISTENER

SOUND RECOR-

DING/REPROD.

DIGITAL
PREPROCES-
SING

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the data base build

up procedure

Fig. 2. (Top) Segment of magnetic tape re-
' cord carrying the vowel ,a/ from

the allophone /bab/ imbeded in
the word [baba/ uttered by spea-
ker N.D.(male); (Bottom) Control
oscillogram of the same segment

St1, Sp1 markers of primary segmentation

St2, Sp2 corrected segmentation
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